family finding balance

Take care of your emotional wellbeing first. That’s the starting point.
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Do any of these sound familiar? As a parenting expert and a
practising psychotherapist, I have met hundreds of parents,
who often believe that the solution lies in ‘fixing’ their child.
A decade of work, helping parents from various cultures raise
happy, confident children has revealed some universal truths
about parenting. Here are some of them.
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Path to
Happier
Parenting

My son just does not listen!
My child is such a fussy eater!
My daughter throws tantrums to do her homework!
My son has anger issues and throws things!
My child is a tiger at home, but is shy and scared in class!

be the kind of person
you would want to be
around. To reiterate, parenting
starts with us; which means
that we need to first take care of
our own emotional well-being.
When you feel good about being
‘you’—that translates positively
into all your roles, including that
of a parent. I liken it to when you
are on a flight that is about to take
off. The cabin crew tells you about
the emergency procedure: First
put on your own oxygen mask and
then turn to help your child. It’s the
same with parenting. The mantra
should be: Before I raise my kids, I
need to raise myself!

don’t sweat the small
stuff. When parents complain

to me about their child not eating
enough, not writing cursive fast
enough or not getting toilet-trained
as fast as their neighbours’ kids,
I gently remind them that no kid
ever went to college in diapers! The
point is, sometimes it’s important
to look at the bigger picture
and not overanalyze your kid’s
milestones! If your paediatrician
is not concerned, then why should
you worry if your child does not
look like the ones you see in TV
commercials? And if your 2-yearold is still in diapers, it does not
make you a bad parent; it just
makes you a parent who believes
in practical conveniences! So it’s
better to grant yourself—and your
child—some slack!

don’t be a ‘pendulum’.

The next ingredient to being a
better parent is to be consistent!
I appreciate the fact that you are
human and that there are days you
feel like screaming or hiding under
the covers. But these have to be
rare, ‘cheating’ days like someone
on a diet has—who is allowed to
cheat on her diet once a month

with a bowl of full-fat ice cream!
When it comes to disciplining,
you cannot afford to be a
‘pendulum’ swinging from being a
strict parent to a pushover! What
your child quickly learns is, “If I
scream louder or cry harder, my
parent eventually gives in and I get
what I want!” The trick to avoid
this is to set reasonable and clear
behavioural goals for your child. I
recommend that you involve your
child in the process and make
him aware of the consequences
of not following them. This way,
you get your child’s buy-in. When

For kids,
spending time is
usually a shared
fun interaction like
kicking the ball
together, cooking
or reading.
your child appreciates this sense
of ownership, it will motivate
him to be more self-disciplined
and responsible and reduces the
chances of you falling into the
‘pendulum parent’ trap!

don’t compare with
others. Remember each

child and parent is unique. Your
responsibility is only to compete
with your best version—not with
others who you think are better.
Remember, the other parents in
your social groups, school parent
association, your mom or even
your mother-in-law, are not your
yardsticks! Sure, it is always good
to learn the ‘best practices’, but you
cannot parent well by constantly
comparing yourself to others. This

also holds true when it comes to
your child. Each child is uniquely
gifted with his own potentials and
promises. Comparing him to others
and putting him down for all the
things he is not, is a sure-fire recipe
for disaster. As Albert Einstein
said, “Everybody is a genius. But
if you judge a fish by its ability to
climb a tree, it will live its whole
life believing that it is stupid.” So,
instead of looking at all that your
child ‘lacks’ look for her strengths
and play those up.

play, play, play. Be honest.

When was the last time you just
played with your kids—simply ran
around, played hide-and-seek or
laughed over a board game? Most of
our parenting roles revolve around
‘supervisory’ activities. When I ask
children what they enjoy most about
their time with Mom and Dad, what
I don’t hear is—bathing, feeding or
getting homework done! Instead,
I consistently hear their desire to
‘spend more time’. Remember, in a
child’s book, getting him ready for
bed or finishing homework does not
count as ‘spending time’. For him,
spending time is usually a shared
fun interaction, like kicking the ball
together, cooking, or cuddling and
reading a book. You probably are
familiar with the saying: A family
that eats together, stays together.
Very true. Here, I would like to
stress upon one more truth: A family
that plays together, grows stronger
in love together!
So, the bottom line is: Your
willingness to change will smoothen
your path to happier parenting. The
time to start is now.
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